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Introduction
NestDrop allows you to perform with high-resolution high-fps visuals which react in real-time and
then broadcasts the video via Spout. Since the Milkdrop engine is at the core you can easily
bring in your own Milkdrop Presets. Use any audio source to drive the visuals, even live audio.
We know that your attention bandwidth is already in high demand and so we've streamlined
NestDrop to be simple and fast to use.

Visuals for any context
The developers of NestDrop use the visuals in a geodesic dome since that is where they
perform the most. But NestDrop visuals are perfectly suited for nearly any end format:
projections, flat screens, monitors, projection mapping, or such. Just link the Spout stream into
your software of choice and run wild.

GPU powered
NestDrop utilizes the open-source Milkdrop engine for its realtime visuals. When Milkdrop was
originally created GPU’s were still in their infancy and so NestDrop can run optimally on nearly
any grade of GPU. But as the power of graphics cards increase NestDrop will be capable of
even higher resolutions at a constant frame rate. Previously the bottleneck was the Spout
stream, but we optimized it and now the Milkdrop engine used in NestDrop can easily share
high resolution (4096x4096 at 60fps). By using Spout we are able to share a video stream
between applications directly on the graphics card. So the resolution of the NestDrop Spout
stream is mainly limited by how much VRAM you have available. If you max out the GPU
resources then the frame rate will suffer. Some Presets are more GPU intensive than others and
it also depends on what other applications you have running concurrently.

Milkdrop history
●

●
●
●

In 2001, Ryan Geiss released Milkdrop. It was included within the default install of the
Winamp media player. Version 2 of Milkdrop was released in 2013 with more GPU
features like pixel shaders.
In 2015, Maxim Volskiy created BeatDrop, a stand alone version of Milkdrop using the
Matthew van Eerde's loopback-capture code.
In 2018, Lynn Jarvis forked BeatDrop and created BeatDrop for Spout to add Spout
output.
In 2019, BeatDrop for Spout is forked by Nest. We edited it to receive external
commands and the Spout code was optimized to increase the frame rate for high
resolution visuals. Milkdrop has sat behind the scenes for many years and we think
that’s because it hasn’t had an intuitive control interface and Spout integration. Also the
huge collection of 52,000 Presets from the community needed some serious curation.
But Milkdrop should be a respected tool for VJ’s, not just a Winamp plugin. And few
softwares can match the huge array of visuals that the Milkdrop user base has freely
shared. For these reasons we have poured many hours into polishing NestDrop.
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Installation
1. Prior to running NestDrop, two other pieces of software must be installed:
● Spout 2.006 - http://spout.zeal.co/
● DirectX9 - https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=8109
2. Now you can start using NestDrop. Double-click NestDrop.exe
3. When you start up NestDrop for the first time, you will see 3 Security Warning prompts
from Windows.
- NestDrop.exe /// main NestDrop interface
- NestDrop_SpoutSender.exe /// Milkdrop engine, Spout sender, Deck window
- NestDrop_LivePreview.exe /// provides a live preview of buttons
Note: NestDrop can only use Spout in Texture sharing mode. Be sure this option is selected in
the Spout control panel <C:\Program files(x86)\Spout2>. This mode should be enabled by
default when Spout is installed, but it’s something to check if the NestDrop Spout stream is not
functional.
Tip: when unzipping the NestDrop folder, you must keep the internal folder structure for
NestDrop to find the Preset files. <NestDrop\Plugins\Milkdrop2\Presets> If you are using
Windows 7 then beware of using the default unzip tool of Windows since it has been known to
not fully unzip ZIP archives containing many thousands of files. Better to use PeaZip instead.
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NestDrop Interface
NestDrop interface consists of several windows: Library, Queue, Settings, Deck Spout Sender

Library Window
The main NestDrop library window allows you to easily work with Presets for a VJ performance.
This replaces the command line interface of the original MilkDrop engine. The library window
contains Toolbar, BeatBar, and Preset Library.

Toolbar

Save the active user setup profile:
- Left-click on the button to save into the user profile file that is currently loaded. If you are
using the default XML file, it’s saved into DefaultUserProfile.xml.
- To save a new user profile, right-click on the button to open a ‘Save As’ dialog window.
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-

-

The information saved into the XML file includes: settings selections, window position,
Preset favorites, Preset hotkeys, Sprite effects, open & closed queue windows (name,
size, position, Preset lineup, linked Sprites, deck number)
Be sure to backup the user profiles which are important to you. Favorites will only be
saved for Presets which are actually located in the Presets folder. So any favorited
Presets which are listed in a user profile but are missing from the Preset folder, they will
be removed as a favorite from the user profile when it’s next saved in NestDrop. For
example, if you decide to test out a new package of Presets, move your permanent
Preset files, dump in the new package of Preset files, and then proceed to mark favorites
using the same user profile… Then any missing Presets will be removed from the
favorites when the user profile is saved. So be sure to backup your user profiles or
create a new user profile to avoid this situation.

Load a user profile:
- Left-click to load a user profile (XML file). You can also drag-and-drop the XML file onto
NestDrop library window. The user profile will be loaded and the name is shown in the
title bar. Any further changes will be saved into this file.
Search textbox:
- Type text to search for Presets and Sprites by their filename. The search also returns
results based on the category and subcategory folder names. Multiple words are treated
as an OR search, for example “fir elec” will show all items containing “fir” like fire AND all
items containing “elec” like electricity. You can use the ESC hotkey to quickly clear the
search box and show all items again.
Favorite stars:
- Five star color tags are available to help with marking your favorites. To tag a Preset with
a particular color, simply drag-and-drop a star onto a Preset. To remove a tag on a
Preset then drag-and-drop the empty star onto a Preset.
- By clicking a star in the toolbar, you can toggle on/off the filter and only show Presets
with this particular color tag in the library. Multiple filters can be activated at the same
time. To remove all filters then click on the empty star. To quickly view all color tags then
click on the empty star.
- It should be noted that the favorite stars and Deck colors are not linked. Meaning that
although they indeed share the same colors, the favoriting of stars will have no effect on
the Decks. The favorite colors are just a marking system and will have no effect on which
Deck a Preset is triggered to.
Active Preset locator:
- Left-click will scroll the library window to show the active Preset location.
- Right-click will show a context menu with all of the categories listed, where you can click
on an item to scroll directly to this section in the library window.
- You can also use the Deck Hotkeys when clicking on this button to locate the active
Preset for this Deck.
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New queue window:
- Left-click will create a new queue window.
- Right-click will show a context menu with the open and closed queue windows. From the
open queue windows listing, select an item to set it as the active queue window. From
the closed queue windows listing, select an item to make it visible.
Hotkey textbox: this textbox has multiple functions:
- Hotkey mapping:
● Type a single character (0-9, a-z) into the hotkey text box and then
drag-and-drop on a Preset. This will assign a custom hotkey for quick activation.
● You can also drag-and-drop a string of characters (example: 1234567890) onto a
Preset in a queue window. This will assign multiple hotkeys at the same time.
The Preset receiving the drag-and-drop will get the first character, the Preset to
the next right will receive the second character, and so on. Although this
technique only works when applied to Presets within a queue window.
● To remove a hotkey assignment, enter an asterisk (example: *) into the textbox
and then drop it onto the hotkey.
● Use multiple asterisks (example: ********) to remove multiple hotkey assignments
all at once. This only works when applied to Presets within a queue window.
- Set queue window title: Enter text in this textbox and then drag-and-drop the text into a
queue window background to change the name listed in the title bar.
- Visualize text: Enter text in this textbox and press ENTER to send the text into the live
Desk visuals. Also the Deck Hotkeys can be used to send text into a particular Deck.
- Sprite special instructions: Enter a number (0-99) in this textbox and then drag-and-drop
this text onto a Sprite to assign a Sprite effect in the milk2_img.ini file.

BeatBar
The BeatBar manages the auto-change functionality. It will automatically detect the BPM of the
music and then auto-change the Presets of the active queue window. The Time base is synced
every time a Preset is manually triggered.

-

Enable/disable: Enable or disable the auto-change function. This could also be done by
right-clicking on the BeatBar.
Linear or random: determines if the next Preset is sequential or randomly selected.
Beat progress: Shows you the beat time progression. The progression is synced back
to zero at every manual Preset activation. The progression is shown even if the
auto-change is disable.
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-

Beat threshold selector: Allows you to select the beat count for auto-change, from 1 to
64 beat.
Beat per minute detected: NestDrop will try to automatically detect the BPM of the
music based on the time between bass volume peaks. This BPM is used for the beat
time base of the auto-change.
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Preset Library
NestDrop will index all Presets found within the <Plugins\Milkdrop2\Presets> folder. It will also
index any nested folders. You can install your own Presets to this location.

Preset Organization
You can organize the Presets into your own categories and subcategories using the following
folder architecture. (As shown in the example above.) This feature is optional and you are
welcome to just dump Presets directly into: <Plugins/Milkdrop2/Presets>
Category: Folders placed directly into the Presets folder are treated as the main categories
(example: Geometric, Hypnotic, Particles). A section label is automatically created to help easily
identify categories within the library window. They are also listed within the ‘Active Preset
Locator’ context menu.
Subcategory: Any nested folders within the main category folders are treated as subcategories
(example: Illusion Radiate, Polar Closeup, Polar Mirror). Bookends are used to separate all
subcategories within the library window.
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Example of Preset button

Example of Bookend

Preset button: preview image
When NestDrop is started up and initializing, it will check to see if there are preview images
available in the <Plugins\Milkdrop2\Presets> folder and any nested folders. It will then proceed
to build the Preset buttons in the library window using these preview images. The Preset file and
Preview file must have the exact same filename for this to function. Any missing preview images
will instead have a question mark for the button background.
If thousands of Presets are installed, then it will take a few minutes to load all of the previews
into memory. Watch the NestDrop title bar to know when it’s done loading. If you are running
NestDrop on a SSD then it will load much faster.
Within the Settings panel is a tool to automate the creation of preview images for your Presets.

Preset button: live preview
After NestDrop has completely initialized and finished loading the button preview images, then
you can mouse over a Preset to see a live preview of the visuals overlaid on top of the button. It
will take a moment for the live preview service to initialize after you’ve moused over a Preset for
the first time. The live preview is not a video loop, it is generated by a real Milkdrop engine and
is also reacting to the music playing. The settings for this live preview is locked at 256x256 @
30fps, with a hardcut transition. A Spout sender named “ND_live_preview” represents this
surface. If you are live previewing a Preset and then you decide to trigger the Preset, then the
live preview will disappear until you hover over a different Preset.

Preset button: hide part of a filename
If you would like to hide part of a Preset filename from being visible in the button, then you can
use “===” in the filename. Everything after the “===” will be hidden. For example “Super Fast
=== $$$ Royal - Mashup 286” would show up as “Super Fast” in the button.

Preset button: max characters
A max of 256 characters is allowed within the absolute path of Presets or it will be an
unresponsive button in NestDrop. This is a default max-path limitation of Windows. Some
Presets have been known to have outrageously long filenames. So if you are running into
problems with this then try installing the NestDrop folder into the C: root directory.
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Window scroll speed
If you middle-mouse-scroll over Preset buttons then it will scroll at a faster rate. But if you
middle-mouse-scroll over the scroll bar itself then it will scroll at a slower rate.

Queue Windows
The queue windows can be used to create different groups of Presets to perform with. Despite
the fact that you can trigger Presets directly in the library window, placing Presets in a queue
window allows you to plan out different songs, moods, environments, or such. The queue
windows also give access to more features like the Spacebar hotkey, assigning multiple hotkeys
at once, auto-change on the beat threshold, and custom Sprites.
Video Deck: You can select Video Deck 1, 2, 3, or 4 to be linked for this queue window. If the
queue is active, then if you hit Spacebar or a left-click on a Preset button, then the Preset will be
triggered to the chosen Video Deck.
Spacebar (hotkey): Trigger the next Preset in the Active queue window.
Backspace (hotkey): Trigger the prior Preset in the global history.

Add Presets into a queue window
To add Preset into a queue window, simply drag-and-drop a Preset from the library to the queue
window. The position the Preset in the queue depends on where it was dropped. You can
change the Preset order by click-and-dragging them around. You can move a Preset from one
queue window into another by click-and-dragging. Holding CTRL key while dragging a Preset
will create a duplicate copy of it, although any Sprites linked to the Preset will not be copied, so
this is also a way to remove Sprites from a Preset.

Remove Presets from a queue window
To remove a Preset in a queue window, click-and-drag on the Preset in the queue and drop it
into the main library window.
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Add Sprites onto a Preset
Sprites can be added to Presets in queue window by drag-and-dropping a Sprite onto a Preset
corner. The Sprite will be shown in miniature in the corner of the Preset where the Sprite was
dropped. Up to four Sprites can be added to a single Preset, one in each corner. The Sprites in
the two bottom positions will integrate into the Preset drawing process, and the Sprites in the
two top positions are drawn over the Preset drawing and also integrate into it. But something to
consider is that using multiple large resolution Sprite images will use more GPU resources.

Activate a queue window
While multiple queue windows can be open at the same time, only one queue window can be
active at once. The active queue window can be identified by a color outline. Press the TAB key
to cycle through the queue windows and determine the active queue. Press Shift-TAB to cycle
in reverse. You can also double-click on the title bar of any queue window to make it active. Yet
another way to set the active queue window is to right-click on the ‘add queue window’ button
and select it in the context menu.

Set queue window title
Enter text in the Hotkey textbox and then drag-and-drop the text into a queue window
background to change the name listed in the title bar.

Closed queue windows
Closed queue windows can be reopened by accessing the context menu of the ‘add queue
window’ button (right-click). All queue windows are saved when they are closed, even after
quitting NestDrop. Although you can destroy a queue window by removing all Presets and
closing the window and it will then be destroyed then NestDrop is quit. This feature was chosen
so that many queues can be prepared and experimented with, but only made visible when
needed.

Import queue windows from other user profiles
If you hold Ctrl while drag-and-dropping a user profile XML file onto the library window, then
NestDrop will import the queue windows into the active user profile. Only the queue windows
are imported and nothing else is changed in the active user profile (favorites, hotkeys, settings,
etc). Also multiple XML files can be drag-and-dropped at once into NestDrop and the queue
windows will be imported from the various XML files. If you save after importing, then the newly
imported queue windows will be saved into the active user profile.
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Settings Window
The Settings window contains the hotkey quick reference, Preset effects, application options,
spout options, and credits.

Deck Options
Transition Time: Amount of time used to transition from a Preset to the next one. The transition
effect is automatically determined by how the Preset was designed. Both Presets will mix
together during the transition and you can get some interesting effects. This can be used to
transition between Presets smoothly. But if you use large transition times then you can get
some experimental effects. Hold CTRL when manually changing a Preset to create an hardcut
and bypass the transition time setting.
Animation Speed: Due to the Milkdrop engine design, the animation speed and FPS are
inherently linked. But this can actually be used to the performers advantage and match the
mood of the music. Also within the Deck window title bar, you can see that the frame rate will
fluctuate (29.9 >>> 30.0 >>> 30.1 >>> 30.0). This is an optimization routine that we’ve added so
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as to keep the visuals output as smooth as possible and not allow dropped frames to occur
deep within the Milkdrop engine. So this subtle frame rate variability is normal.
Zoom / Rotation: The effects of these sliders will vary according to each Preset. This is due to
how the Preset was designed and if these attributes are used in the Preset drawing code. So
sometimes the sliders will produce interesting effects and then other times they will produce no
effect.
Spout Resolution: Set the Spout sender resolution. If you have changed the aspect ratio, it will
only be reflected in the Deck preview window after quitting and restarting NestDrop.

General Options
Show Preset name: Show or hide the preset filenames on top of the preview images.
Load Preset Preview on Start-up: Disable the preview images to save loading time and
reduce memory usage.
Update Previews: Launches an automated process to find Presets that do not have preview
images. It will take a screenshot of the visuals after two seconds and then save it as the Preset
preview image. More detailed instructions are shown in the confirmation prompt. If you don’t like
one of the automatically created preview images, then just delete it and run the process again.
The automated process will skip over any Presets which already have Preview images.
Live Preview Zoom: Adjust the zoom of the live preview. The live preview appears when you
mouse over a Preset button.
Animate Zoom: Change whether the live preview animates or snaps to full zoom.
Number of active Decks: Select how many video Decks you want to automatically start up. It
will open or close Decks automatically to maintain the number of desired Decks you’ve selected.
So beware of changing this attribute during a performance since the Spout stream will also be
closed! If a Deck crashes for some reason and NestDrop.exe is still running, then it will
automatically re-launch the Deck and any Spout links you’ve connected in Resolume will be
automatically reconnected.
Log Performance history: If enabled, NestDrop will log all Preset changes into a csv file in the
PerformanceHistory f older. This is helpful if you’re curious to know the exact Presets were used
during a performance and in each Deck. Each CSV is given it’s own date and time for the
filename.

Default Hotkeys
Spacebar: trigger next Preset in the active queue
Backspace: trigger prior Preset in global history
Tab / Shift+Tab: change which queue is active
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Esc: clear the search or hotkey textbox
Ctrl: bypass transition time for an instant hardcut
(ctrl+spacebar, ctrl+backspace, ctrl+hotkey, ctrl+click)
Deck 1 hotkeys (red)
Trigger a Preset: left-click OR left-Shift+click
Trigger a Preset using hotkey: hotkey OR left-Shift+hotkey
Trigger the prior Preset: Backspace OR left-Shift+Backspace
Trigger a Sprite: left-click OR left-Shift+click
Find-active-Preset button: left-click OR left-Shift+click
Deck 2 hotkeys (green)
Trigger a Preset: right-click OR left-Alt+click
Trigger a Preset using hotkey: left-Alt+hotkey
Trigger the prior Preset: left-Alt+Backspace
Trigger a Sprite: right-click OR left-Alt+click
Find-active-Preset button: left-Alt+click
Deck 3 hotkeys (blue)
Trigger a Preset: right-Alt+click
Trigger a Preset using hotkey: right-Alt+hotkey
Trigger the prior Preset: right-Alt+Backspace
Trigger a Sprite: right-Alt+click
Find-active-Preset button: right-Alt+click
Deck 4 hotkeys (yellow)
Trigger a Preset: right-Shift+click
Trigger a Preset using hotkey: right-Shift+hotkey
Trigger the prior Preset: right-Shift+Backspace
Trigger a Sprite: right-Shift+click
Find-active-Preset button: right-Shift+click
Deck hotkey helper
If you hold down the left-Shift hotkey, then you will notice that the red star and hotkey box turns
red. The same result will happen for the other Deck related hotkeys (left-Shift: red, left-Alt:
green, right-Alt: blue, right-Shift: yellow). This is provided as a helpful reminder for when you are
in doubt. But if you find that you still cannot remember the Deck related hotkeys, perhaps add
some stickers to your computer keyboard.
It should be noted that the favorite stars and Deck colors are not linked. Meaning that although
they indeed share the same colors, the favoriting of stars will have no effect on the Decks. The
favorite colors are just a marking system and will have no effect on which Deck a Preset is
triggered to.
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Deck Windows & Spout Sender
Four Decks can be running at the same time, with each Deck rendering a different Preset and
outputting a different Spout stream.

NestDrop_SpoutSender.exe is the visuals render engine. It’s a modified version of BeatDrop
for Spout, which is a standalone adaptation of the MilkDrop plugin for Winamp. This Deck
window is not only for you to preview the visuals, it also outputs a Spout video stream. Spout
utilizes DirectX9 GPU texture sharing and allows you to easily link the visuals into other
software, such as Resolume or directly to NestMap. Any software which supports Spout can
ingest this video stream. If you aren’t using Resolume then you will need another software to
capture the Spout stream and make it visible on your final projection screen. Or you can also
use a software which utilizes the SpoutReceiver FreeframeGL plugin. Beware that since
NestDrop_SpoutSender.exe is the main render engine, closing this window will also shut down
the Spout Sender. That is why we added a confirmation prompt and protect against accidentally
quitting..
Software which supports Spout and are compatible with NestDrop:
- Spout Receiver - included in Spout install <Program Files (x86)\Spout2\DEMO>
- Resolume - resolume.com
- NestMap - nestimmersion.ca
- TouchDesigner - derivative.ca
- MadMapper - madmapper.com
- Any other software listed on the Spout website - spout.zeal.co
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Import a Spout Sender into Resolume 7
Here is an example of how to import a NestDrop Spout sender into Resolume Arena 7.
Open the Sources tab and scroll down to the Spout Servers section. You should see NestDrop
Deck 1 listed (and other Deck #’s if they are enabled). Just drag-and-drop a NestDrop Server
into your composition. As seen in the example below.

If you experience blackout during Presets transition, you need to manually disable the alpha
channel. Within the “NestDrop Deck #” tab you can find the R, G, B, A channels and then click
on the “A” to ignore the alpha channel. As seen in the example below.
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Can’t see the Spout Servers?
Older versions of Resolume do not have Spout enabled by default. So if the Spout Servers are
not visible in the Sources tab, then open up the Preferences windows and enable Spout. As
seen in the example below.
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Audio Source
You absolutely need an audio source to drive the NestDrop visual reactions. NestDrop is at the
core a music visualizer. So in the absence of music the visuals will appear boring and static. A
live audio source is ideal, but you can also playback music from any media player. So it really
depends on the context of your performance setup:
● If you’re performing during live music then you’ll ideally want to get a feed from the
sound engineer. Or perhaps use your laptop mic if the signal isn’t too hot.
● But if the sound engineer will not provide a live mix… You could create quite literally your
own personal music mix. By using Ableton Live with a random dance music mix, you can
then use the tap-tempo to match the live music tempo and use it to drive the visuals.
Although this creates another layer of things to maintain while performing.
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●

If you don’t need to have visuals react precisely to the beat, then you can instead
playback music from any media player (such as VLC or iTunes). This is particularly
useful for when you want to have passive background visuals by playing back drumless
music that has an evolving drone character.

Determine a specific audio output
NestDrop will use the Windows default audio output of your computer. You can change which
output is the default by going in the Windows Sound panel, Playback Tab, right-click on the
device you want, and select “Set as Default Device”.
Note the change in Video Decks will reflect only after the Decks are restarted.

Use a live audio input
If you wish to use live audio as the source for NestDrop, you can follow this procedure to
activate the audio loopback in the Windows sound settings. This loopback technique will send
the audio input directly to the default audio out. If you're using a microphone to capture live
audio then it's important to mute your speakers or you could possibly create a feedback loop. Or
you can change the Windows default audio output to an option that has no physical speaker,
such as a secondary monitor. This is especially vital if your computer is connected to a large
sound system where the speakers could be damaged.
● https://www.tenforums.com/tutorials/126383-listen-microphone-through-playback-devicewindows.html

Live audio manipulation
You can tune the way the visuals react by adjusting the volume level. For this reason it's useful
to first pass the live audio mix through a dedicated mixer and then into your computer. Then you
can adjust the mix on the fly, tweaking the EQ so as to have the visuals be more reactive to
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specific parts of the live audio spectrum. So if you want precise control of whether the hi hats or
kicks will affect the visuals, you could first bring the live audio through a physical dedicated
mixer, adjust the EQ balance, and then bring that custom mix into the computer.
Although it’s important to note that the visual reactions to the audio volume are normalized over
the course of approximately 5 seconds. So all visual changes reacting to a volume change is
temporary. But you could adjust the volume level for short moments, for instance a beat drop.

More Information
Presets
What is Preset?
“MilkDrop is an environment for running Presets, software which controls MilkDrop, and does
not produce visualizations by itself. Presets are saved in .milk file format, typically in a subfolder
of the MilkDrop plugin directory. Creating new Presets is generally referred to as authoring, or
writing, making the person that wrote a Preset its author. Presets are distributed on the Internet
through Winamp, the Winamp forums, and through the personal webpages of MilkDrop Preset
authors. A Preset's title also doubles as its .milk save name, and usually includes the Preset
author or authors' pseudonym. MilkDrop Presets often have more than one author, which is
generally referred to as remixing or editing. A remix or an edit will often include these terms in
the Preset's title.”
- quoted from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MilkDrop

Install your own Presets
You can import your own Presets by placing them into the Presets folder:
<Plugins/Milkdrop2/Presets>
Check out the ‘Preset Organization’ section for more details about the optional folder structure.
This manual doesn’t cover how to do create or edit Presets since NestDrop doesn’t offer those
tools and is dedicated to the visual performance aspect. Please instead use WinAmp to create
or edit your own Presets. For more information about Preset editing, please refer to the official
page: http://www.geisswerks.com/milkdrop/milkdrop_preset_authoring.html

Preset preview image
Each Preset can have an accompanying preview image, which is used for the button
background of the NestDrop Library. An image of 150x150 pixels is recommended and only the
JPG format is accepted. The JPG must have the exact same filename, but with .JPG extension
instead of .MILK extension. You can also use the automatic preview generator available in the
NestDrop Settings window.
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Sprites
What is Sprite?
“The Sprite feature of MilkDrop allows you to display any image of your choice in the foreground
(on top of MilkDrop) while it runs. The Sprites can fade in and out, move around, respond to the
music, and so on. You define them in a file - milk_img.ini in your winamp\plugins directory much like you define custom messages, each having an identifying code number from 00
through 99 (used to invoke them). However, the way the individual Sprites are defined is
different; you write code for them, instead of just setting parameter values. This is a little bit
tougher to do (it's very much like Preset authoring), but adds a great deal of flexibility to what
you can do with the Sprites.”
- quoted from http://www.geisswerks.com/hosted/milkdrop2/milkdrop.html#4f

Sprite location
The Sprite image list are .jpg files located in the <Plugins\Milkdrop2\textures> folder. They are
included in the main library in the Sprite section at the bottom of the NestDrop library window.

Special instructions for Sprites
NestDrop can use the Sprite special instructions located into the Milk2_img.ini file in
Plugins/Milkdrop2 folder. You can set 100 (0-99) different special instructions including rotation,
scale, transparency, etc. Each Set are preceded by a [img??] in the .INI file. To attribute those
special instructions, drag a number from 0-99 from the HotKey text box to a Sprite Thumbnail.
An example of a Milk2_img.ini is included in the install of NestDrop. By default the img00 is
used. To know how to edit Sprite special instructions, please follow the GeissWerks link above.

Using Sprites
If you click on a Sprite image in the library, it will directly activate into the Video Deck with the
special instruction linked. Click on the Sprite again to remove it from the Video Deck.
You can also link Sprites to a particular Preset. But Sprites can only be linked to Presets within
the queue windows. You can put up to 4 Sprites onto the same Preset by dragging a Sprite in
each corner of the Preset. Both bottom positions use the Sprite “behind” the scene (embedded
in the visual creation process), both top positions use Sprite on “top” of the scene (same as
behind but also with the image shown on top of visuals). This is the original behaviour of
MilkDrop engine.

Default Preset Library
Included with NestDrop is a specially curated library of over 1,900 Presets which are ideal for
VJ-ing. These Presets were selected by hand from the Milkdrop Preset Pack which contains an
astounding 52,000 Presets. Some of these Presets might have strobe effects, so please beware
if you are sensitive.
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All of the Presets have been organized into 11 different categories. Check out the ‘Preset
Organization’ section for more details about the optional folder structure that you can use to
your advantage when importing your own Presets.
For a small portion of the Presets, the filenames were longer than the max path that Windows
can allow for and so those filenames have been manually shorted by hand while trying to
maintain the author history and/or Preset title. Also a few Presets were renamed so as to
remove foul language. All of the Presets have been given a rating of 5. NestDrop does not
utilize these ratings, it was only added for posterity. So if you’re importing your own Presets and
want to check for file duplicates and are worried about the filenames not matching, then please
try using DupeGuru.

Recording the Spout video steam
You can use Resolume, Lightjams Spout Recorder, or even OBS to record the visuals.

Backend Decisions
NestDrop consists of three pieces of software running at the same time. NestDrop.exe is a VJ
library GUI (64-bits programmed in WPF and C#), NestDrop_livePreview is the live preview
generator (32-bits programmed in C++), and NestDrop_SpoutSender.exe is the Milkdrop render
engine and Spout sender. So ironically to keep things simple for the user we chose to keep
them each separate pieces of software. This ensures that the rendering process cannot be
disturbed and if the NestDrop GUI crashes then the Spout visuals will continue outputting.

Contact Us
We are happy to hear from you about how you’re using NestDrop. If you have comments or
questions then please send us an email using the address in the footer. Please add the
#NestDrop tag to any social media featuring NestDrop visuals.

Special Thanks
Patrick Pomerleau - programmed the NestDrop software and made it something unique and
fun to perform with. This software wouldn’t have happened without him.
Jason Fletcher - proposed the idea of this software. He spent countless hours curating the best
Presets and also brainstorming features for NestDrop while rigorously testing it.
We stand on the shoulders of giants. Many thanks to the creators and contributors who made
this software possible: Ryan Geiss, Maxim Volskiy, Matthew van Eerde, L
 ynn Jarvis
Let’s open minds and subversively change the world. Cheers!
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